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Energy – Momentum of the Armenian Special Relativity Theory  Emmanuel B. Umoren      Akaninyene D. Antia      Akaninyene O. Akankpo      Cyril C. Umoren Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of Uyo. Nigeria  Abstract  In this paper, the energy and momentum of the Armenians Special Relativity Theory (ASRT) and Special Relativity Theory (SRT) are obtained and their comparison is also carried out. SRT through the Muhelson-Morlay experiment proved that aether does not exist in space, but ASRT reincarnates the aether as a universal reference medium. The mathematical existence of aether has already been proven. In his work, by comparing energy and momentum of both SRT and ASRT, the results obtained indicate that difference is  in the time-space or subatomic aether medium which is represented by space coefficient )(s  and geometrical space )(g . The theory brings together followers of absolute aether theory, relativistic aether theory and the dark matter theory. The energy and momentum in SRT can be deduced from ASRT by substituting 0=s  and 1−=g . This implies that, SRT is a limiting case of ASRT.  Keywords: Relativistic theory, Rest Particle, Dark Energy, Armenian Theory  1.0 Introduction  Galileo and Newton developed the concept of absolute space but absolute time was retained [1, 2]. In the nineteenth century, it became inconceivable to physicist that electromagnetic wave could propagate without a medium (the aether) [3, 4]. Michelson – Morley experiment showed that no aether (absolute reference frame) existed for electromagnetic phenomena [5]. This result opened a way for a new approach which is Einstein relativity [6]. He postulated that speed of light is invariant in all inertial frames which lead to a new relationship between space and time (Lorentz transformation). According to Einstein, for invariant of light speed, time itself has to slow down and space must contract to give almost the same value [7]. But the interpretation of Lorentz transformation and its kinematical effects has long been questioned and misunderstood. Today, paradox [8, 9], criticism [10, 11] still continue to receive attention, as a result many physicist believe that a new interpretation or even a theory alternative to Special Relativity Theory (SRT) may be needed [12]. Armenian Special Relativity Theory (ASRT) assumes that the universal invariant velocity was not fully defined using the properties of anisotropic time-space [13]. The principles of relativity is the core of relativistic theory and it requires that the inverse time-space transformation between two inertial systems assume the same functional forms as the direct transformations. The principle of homogeneity of time-space is also necessary to furnish linear time-space transformation with respect to time and space [14,15]. To build the most general theory of special relativity in one physical dimension. The following three postulates are employed [16] 1. All physical laws have the same mathematical forms in all inertial system 2. There exist a universal, not limited and invariant boundary speed c, which is the speed of time 3. In all inertial systems, time and space are homogeneous (special relativity)  Because of the first and third postulates, we finally get the most general transformation equation in one physical dimension which we call Armenian transformation equations. These equations contrary to the Lorentz transformation equations has two new constant namely space coefficient )(s and geometrical space )(g  which characterize anisotropy and homogeneity of time-space. The direct transformations are:    
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  01 1 22 >+−= cvcvz gsγ      (3) The relationship between reciprocal and direct relative velocities are    
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cvsvv svv '1 '1'       (4) where    ( )( ) 111 ' =++ cvcv ss       (5)  2.0 Relativistic Energy and Momentum (SRT) The relativistic space-time symmetries introduces changes in the description of energy and momentum as compared to that of non-relativistic physics [17, 18]. The new understanding of the energy is captured by the famous Einstein formula 2mcE = . To find the correct relativistic form of energy and momentum, we apply the formalism of four vectors which makes the expression independent of any particular inertial frame. The expression for the four-momentum is  umP = , where m = mass, velocityu =   If we consider the non-relativistic limit of four-vectors and separate the time component from the space component, then:  ( )mvmcP γγ ,=   mvmvP −= γ         (6)  cv<<  where γ  is the Lorentz gamma function given as     011 22 >−= cvγ      (7) We therefore conclude that the correct three-vector part of the relativistic momentum is:    221 cvmvmvP −== γ      (8) When we make transition from non-relativistic to relativistic theory then:    221 00 cvcmmcP −== γ      (9) Taking Taylors expansion on Eq. (8) and multiplying through by c , thus we have     ...221200 ++= mvcmcP     (10) The second term is identical to non-relativistic kinetic energy. The first term is the rest energy. Hence, the relativistic energy is     221 2020 cvcmcmE −== γ      (11) To sum up, the relativistic four momentum can be separated in a time component which is the energy of the particle divided by c , and a space component.    ( )
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3.0 Armenian Energy and Momentum  Armenian formula for acceleration between k1 and K inertial system are     ( )
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= '1 11 1' 2 23 33 aga agsa cuvz cuvcvzγγ   (13)   Equation (13) is invariant for given movement and is defined as     '332 aaa zz γγ ==      (14) So that the Armenian relativistic energy and momentum formulas for free particles with velocity ω  is    ( ) 20212021 221 11 cmgs scmsE cc cczz ωω ωωγ +++=+=    (15) with momentum    ( ) cmgs sgcmsgP cccczz 021021 221 ωωωωγ ++ +−=+−=   (16) From approximation of the Armenian relativistic energy and momentum formula   ( )( ) 202120202122120 ωω zz mcmmsgcmE +=−−≈    (17)  ( )( ) ωω 00210221021 zz mcsmmsgcsmP +−=−−−≈   where 0zm  is the Armenian rest mass given as    ( ) 002410 ≥−−= msgmz .    (18) Armenian momentum formula for rest particle ( )0=ω  which is a very new and bizarre result is     csmPz 021)0( =       (19) From Eq. (19) we obtain Armenian dark energy and dark mass formula as    028120281022 EscmsmPE zAv ===     (20) and    0281 msmAv =        (21) where 0E  and 0m is the rest energy and mass in the limit of SRT  4.0 Rest Particle Energy and Momentum  Table 1: Energy and momentum of Galilean, Lorentz transformations and Armenian Theory   Galilean transformation  Lorentz transformation  Armenian theory  0)0( =aE  20)0( cmEL =  20)0( cmEz =  0)0( =aP  0)0( =LP  csmPz 021)0( =  The rest particle energy 20cmE =  gives us nuclear power while the rest momentum in Armenian theory signifies that humidity is a clean and free energy source [19, 20]. From the comparison of Armenian and Lorentz relativistic formula, Armenian transformation formula is full of asymmetry because of the coefficient asymmetry .s Therefore, a new geometrical space g  is defined to satisfy ASRT, where s and g  account for time-space symmetry.  The Armenian gamma function is given as: 
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 01 1 22 >++= cwcwz gsγ       (22) So that the free moving particle with velocity ω  in the inertial system k  has three extreme situations.  I. 1)0(0 =⇒= zγω        (23) II. 241211132 )( sg sc z −=⇒=−= ωγωω      (24) III. gszgs c 2412221 1 1)( −=⇒=−= ωγωω     (25) Therefore, using the velocities and Armenian gamma function values given in Eqs (23) – (25) we can obtain from Eqs (15) and (16) the particles Armenian energy and momentum values for these extreme cases. I. csmPcmE zz 02120 )0()0( −==     (26) II. cmsgPE zz 024111 )(0)( −== ωω     (27) III. ( ) 0)(1)( 220412 2 =−= ωω zgsz PcmE     (28)  5.0 Discussion  For the first case, when a particle is resting in the inertial system  ( )0== ωk , the particle still has a momentum which is dependent on space co-efficient s . Meaning that there exist an aether medium which is silently dragging the particle back in the opposite direction of the inertial system k .  For the second case, when a particle is moving with respect to the inertial system k  with velocity 1ω  its energy equals zero, when the geometrical space is infinitesimal 0=g  and csmPz 01 21)( =ω  which drags the particle forward with respect to 'k  inertial system signifying the presence of aether. Lastly, when particles move with velocity 2ω with respect to inertial system k , this time momentum equals zero.  6.0 Conclusion  We have compared the relativistic energy and momentum in SRT and ASRT and observed that all the facts in SRT can be obtained by using Armenian formula. We also deduced the Armenian dark energy and dark mass formula which is applicable in nuclear physics, high energy and particles physics. In Eqs (26) – (28) we obtain some momentum and energy values at rest and arbitrary velocities for free moving particles in the k  inertial system which proved the existence of aether in space. We observed that energy-momentum of SRT can be deduced through Armenian energy-momentum formula by substituting 0=s and 1−=g . In choosing some velocities )(ω  for the Armenian gamma function at 0=ω  the particle possesses rest energy and rest momentum.   References  1.Akaninyene D. Antia and Etinamabasikaka E. Ekott (2016). Application of Electromagnetic Field Tensors in special Relativity. Mathematical Theory and Modeling. 6, 105-111. 2.Okun, L. B. (1998). Notes on the meaning and terminology of special Relativity Eur. J. Phys. 15, 403-406 3.Wilhelm, H. E. (1996). Physical Problematic of Einstein relativity Theory. Hadromic J. 19, 1-39. 4.Whitney, C. (2005). Does Mass really increase? Galilean Electromagnetics. 16 (3), 57-58. 5.Thomas, E. G. (2005). What’s so special about E = mc2 Eur. J. Phys. 26, 125-130. 6.Einstein, A. (1905). On the Electromagnetics of moving bodies. Ann. Phys. 17, 891-921. 7.Jefimento, O. D. (1998). On the experimental proof of relativistic length contraction and time dilation. Z. Naturforsch 55a. 563-569. 8.Whitney, C. K. (2000). How can paradox happen? Proceedings of Seventh conference on physical interpretation of relativity theory- London, 15-18 9.Sebastiano, S. and Massino, P. (2005). Deriving relativistic momentum and energy. Eur. J. Phys. 26: 33-45. 10.Harada, M. and Sachs, M. (1998). Reinterpretation of the Fitzgerald Lorentz contraction. Physics Essay 11, 
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